Introduction
Most Western medicines are synthetic chemical products that come with side effects for patients, and therefore, our modern medical system needs to be optimized. A new concept called integrative medicine represents a more comprehensive system for understanding our body in a holistic fashion in terms of analyzing, evaluating and treating complex diseases successfully. Integrative medicine may be the combination of Western medicine and complementary/alternative medicine (CAM) [1] in the United States and Europe, and in China, it might consist of integrated traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and Western medicine [2] . rich in original traditional medicine use and practice [3, 4] . We need an integrative system to optimize and improve our medical systems. Given the advances in medical science and clinical practice in the 21st century, there is the need for a better integration of these different approaches [5] .
Integrative Medicine Includes Integrated Diagnostic and Clinical Research Methods
There are many technological methods to revert to in modern Western medicine, but they are still limited. Tongue examinations are not important for diagnostic evidence in Western medicine; however, they play an important diagnostic role in TCM and other traditional medicines [5] . Sometimes, diseases can also be diagnosed with yoga or mind-body therapy by observing the emotions, touching the face or skin and analyzing the voices of patients. Pulse checking and 'Differentiation of Eight Principles' are important technical methods for diagnosis in TCM [6] . On the other hand, we also need modern technological methods to study TCM, Ayurveda, American herb treatments and Japanese oriental medicine. For example, how does mind-body therapy work in treating depression [7] ? Does Taijiquan have an effect in treating fibromyalgia or Parkinson's disease [8, 9] ? How can herbs target adult neurogenesis to become a therapeutic strategy for brain repair and recovery of neurological functions [10] ? Researchers also use many biochemical and pathological methods to determine the medical functions and actions of herbal therapies. Integrative medicine includes the medical systems of various clinical research areas.
Integrative Medicine Includes Evaluation Methods
There are many advanced and scientific devices and clinical scales in Western medicine to sensitively evaluate most diseases, but there are still deficiencies. Integrative medicine has included many evaluation methods such as actigraphic recordings with detrended fluctuation analysis [11] , robotic endoscopic capsules with IT technology [12] and electrohysterographic measurements with ultrasound analysis [13] to increase objectivity or quantity by improving the evaluating system of Western medicine. Another integrated magnetic resonance image technology, diffusion tensor imaging, provides sensitive technology to detect the effects of acupuncture in treating cerebral infarctions [14] . Tongue and pulse checking might be sensitive signs for evaluating some chronic diseases. Inversely, we also use advanced and scientific devices to quantitatively evaluate the effects of TCM or other integrative therapies, including mind-body therapy, yoga, Ayurveda, Toyo Igaku and Taijiquan. The evaluating methods have been included properly in integrative medicine.
Integrative Medicine Therapies Are More Effective and Comprehensive
With the development of our understanding of diseases, most of Western medicine has been supported by evidence-based research through clinical trials or good clinical practice. However, it lacks holistic integration and individualization. Often, a disease is treated using a single method according to the guidelines, and doctors do not consider the possibility of differences in susceptibility among different groups. They will experience different effects and side effects. Optimal treatments and methods based on holistic properties are needed to modify and finalize the treatment administration [5] .
There are more than 3,000 integrative medicine hospitals in China treating serious diseases, including many rare illnesses [2] . Integrative medicine can improve clinical effects and quality of life as well as decrease medical costs. Integrative therapy is effective in preventing the side effects of radiotherapy and chemotherapy and can also improve many concomitant symptoms of cancer by a treatment method called 'Chinese cancer treatment mode' [2] . Integrative therapies are more effective for chronic diseases than Western therapies [15, 16] and might prevent and cure severe acute respiratory syndromes [17] . The combination of Chinese herbal medicine and stem cell biology approaches provides great potential for post-stroke rehabilitation [10] . According to a 2006 survey, more than 20% of the hospitals in the United States are using CAM [1] . More than 70% of the German doctors with a CAM license like using acupuncture when treating patients with pain symptoms [2] . Integrative medicine has been introduced into medical insurance systems in many countries [20] . Qinghaosu (artemisinin) and pishuang (arsenic) [18, 19] have well-known uses in integrative medicine. Integrative medicine provides better medical care in terms of scientific thinking, theoretical systems, diagnostic tools and treatment technology [5] .
In conclusion, integrative medicine is a means of combining any effective methods or treatments from CAM or traditional medicines and Western medicine in order to establish new, complex ways to effectively treat, diagnose or explore various complex diseases or symptoms, to avoid misdiagnoses, side effects or unilateral treatment, to improve quality of life and to prolong lives [5] . Through joint efforts, integrative medicine will be able to make greater contributions to boosting medical advances and safeguarding human health.
